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Constraint-Based Design in Participatory Housing
Planning
Dirk Donath and Luis Felipe González Böhme

We introduce some novel ideas for a constraint-based
design strategy to support participatory housing
planning processes in Latin America.The following
lines intend to open the discussion on the
requirements and effect of the computer
implementation of a constraint satisfaction approach
to solve elementary design problems in architectural
practice.The case study applies to the building
massing design problem posed by the Chilean urban
regulatory framework that addresses single-family
affordable houses.Two different implementation
criteria are being tested in an ongoing series of trials
providing further considerations. One prototype uses
MAXON’s CINEMA4D XPRESSO ® visual scripting
environment to set up a semi-automated design
environment which allows users to edit one featurebased 3D model of massing alternative at a time.The
other prototype uses ILOG’s OPL STUDIO ®
constraint programming environment to achieve fully
automated search and 2D visualization of all possible
solution alternatives to separate subdomains of the
building massing design problem.
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1. Introduction
User participation in planning and decision-making processes represents a
key contribution to the achievement of the poverty reduction targets set
for 2015 by the United Nations [1]. Self-management housing, in its many
variants, has proved cost-effectiveness in reducing the shortage and
increasing the quality of low-income housing in many developing countries.
The call for dwellers collaborative involvement in Chile – Latin America’s
oldest housing policy [2] – goes back to the early 1950s [3], becoming
stronger today by means of the nationwide Housing Solidary Fund [4]
support. Chilean participatory model addresses poor households by running
exclusively on a competitive project-based funding scheme. Housing subsidy
applicants are expected to organize themselves and to develop a concrete
project with the collaboration of an authorized NGO.Thus, dweller-planner
teams compete against each other for the financial backing of their own
developed project. Project goals may range from participatory urban
upgrade to the production of new housing estate. Until now, the 85% of all
funded projects correspond to the construction of housing units upon new
land subdivisions [5]. Most of them belong to some type of progressivedevelopment housing program by which dwellers are exclusively responsible
for the progressive enlargement of a small (6 to 30sqm) starter dwelling
unit. Especially in Chile, progressive-development housing programs turned
into the only affordable housing alternative for the poorest quintile of the
population. Indeed, 59.868 dwelling units of this type were finished within
the last fifteen years [6] and 215.000 additional units are planned to be
finished for 2010 (EL SUR, April 26th, 2006). Until 2001, technical support
was allocated at a rate of 4 experts per 400 households [7], today NGOs
are collaborating with individual groups of a maximum of 60 households per
project [8].The current scheme reveals itself as the only way for the
poorest households to access homeownership in the future, and probably
not only in Chile. However, the definition of user participation is quite vague
yet, even to many state agents [9]. Unesco [10] encourages the
governments to simplify the current criteria, standards, requirements,
language and procedures in order to achieve truly participatory and
inclusive decision-making processes at all levels. In this highly competitive
scenario, efficiency regarding time and cost of planning directly affects
dwellers’ quality of life, especially when adequate shelter is lacking during
the project development time.The early incorporation of regulatory
requirements into a design project certainly allows it to stand a better
chance in the competition for the financing funds. Additionally, lawful design
solutions avoid delays in the permit process. Most elementary problems of
architectural design involve expert tasks demanding a considerably large
domain-specific knowledge base. Particularly this issue is what hinders true
layman participation in the design process. Geometric reasoning and
decision-making processes which are carried out at early stages of
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architectural planning may demand great communication and coordination
efforts between planner and user. Empirical evidence shows that software
functionalities of the traditionally used architectural CAD-systems are
unable to support the systematic and logical exploration of design solution
alternatives.

2.The building massing design problem
In the architecture practice, the term “massing” is used to describe the
three-dimensional size and shape distribution of buildings or other
structures, and their relationships to each other and to open areas and lot
lines.The general purpose of the combined effect of all massing regulations
is to improve urban habitability standards by guaranteeing basic quality
criteria, like e.g. proper solar access, ventilation and sufficient open space
concerning inhabited spaces. Massing regulations are part of the zoning
regulation which is a key tool for carrying out every urban planning policy.

2.1 Planning and zoning regulation
According to the Chilean planning and zoning regulation, the maximum
three-dimensional margin, i.e. “maximum envelope”, allowable on each
zoning lot has to result from applying the pertinent normative constraints
over lot lines, sky exposure planes, setbacks, heights, lot coverage, floor area
ratio, density and any additional local zoning regulation including the
respective special benefit norms in each case [11]. Massing regulations do
not work in isolation, they all are related to each other with distinct
dependencies, turning the solution-finding process into an expert task.The
minimum number of massing regulations and specifications required to
control maximum three-dimensional volume of the average type of singlefamily affordable house currently produced in Chile includes:
1. The building cluster type predetermines an exclusive set of duties
and rights applicable to the building on the zoning lot, including
three:
The attached building type which abuts two side lot lines and is one
of a row of buildings on adjoining zoning lots.
The detached building type which is a freestanding building that does
not abut any other building on an adjoining zoning lot and where all
sides of the building are surrounded by yards or open areas within
the zoning lot.
The semi-detached building type which is a building that abuts or
shares one side lot wall with another building on an adjoining zoning
lot and where the remaining sides of the building are surrounded by
open areas or street lines.
2. The lot coverage ratio is a number which, when multiplied by the lot
area of the zoning lot, fixes the maximum amount of ground floor
100
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area allowable in a building on the zoning lot.
3. The floor area ratio is a number which, when multiplied by the lot
area of the zoning lot, fixes the maximum amount of floor area
allowable in a building on the zoning lot.
4. The building height determines the maximum vertical distance
allowable between the natural ground level and the highest point of
the building.
5. The story height determines the minimum vertical distance allowable
between the finished floor surface and the finished ceiling surface
immediately above.
6. The setback determines the minimum horizontal distance between a
lot line and the nearest point of the building or any projection
thereof, excluding projecting roof structures, eaves, beams,
windowboxes or canopies.
7. The zero lot line length ratio is a number which, when multiplied by
the length of a side lot line (or a portion thereof) that abuts an
adjoining zoning lot, fixes the maximum horizontal distance allowable
directly on that side lot line, provided that none of the respective
transverse setback lines is trespassed by the building.
8. The zero lot line height determines the maximum vertical distance
allowable between the natural ground level or the mean level
between adjoining zoning lots and the highest point of the zero lot
line building facade.
The structure of the building massing design problem reveals a complex
system of the non-redundant combination of all applicable massing
regulations.
 Figure 1.The Equitable Building, the
first modern paradigm of building and
zoning regulations.
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The level of effectiveness of the solution-finding process mostly depends
on the size of the planner’s domain-specific knowledge base and her/his
spatial reasoning capacity.

2.2 Conventional solving procedures
There are basically two solution-finding methods the architects are used to
apply: (a) a top-down method we may call “reductive” and (b) a bottom-up
method we may call “constructive”.The reductive method consists of
sketching a the maximum envelope and then to “prune” it by replacing the
original configuration values with some allowed by the applicable massing
regulations. A popular and useful heuristics is to choose first extreme
values, wherewith the search space becomes considerably smaller.The
constructive method instead, begins with directly choosing allowed values
for each configuration variable of different parts of the putative building.
These parts coincide with those into which the massing regulation itself
semantically decomposes the building volume on a zoning lot, like e.g. a zero
lot line part of the building or a second floor detached part thereof. In any
case, both methods include an evaluation cycle during which some tradeoffs
must be made between the assigned values that specify the shape
distribution among the building parts.Whatever the method may be, the
conventional procedure to produce legal solutions for common building
massing design problems consists of the following general steps:
1. Create an instance of solution to the building volume (or part of it)
by assigning a value to each configuration variable that specifies that
instance in the three-dimensional space unambiguously.
2. Loop until every assigned value are labeled LEGAL:
(a) Verify whether the assigned value violates any massing regulation.
i. If the assigned value does not violate any massing regulation, label
it as LEGAL.
ii. Otherwise, assign a new value and return to step (a).
3. Evaluate the legal solution to the building volume according to
additional criteria (e.g. cost, aesthetics, etc):
i. If the legal solution does satisfy most of those criteria, quit.
ii. Otherwise, return to step 1.
Eventually, step 3 may precede step 2. In any case, the exhaustive
verification loop (here, at step 2) may consume a lot of time. In
participatory housing planning, the availability of time, human and technical
resources to try additional solution alternatives is rare.

2.3 Constraint-based design strategy
Whereas constraints are unfairly identified with restriction and limitation in
design [12], there is informal empirical evidence in architectural practice and
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scientific evidence of significant CAAD research contributions, like e.g. [13;
14; 15; 16; 17; 18 and 19] that constraint-based design may offer a solid
formal framework for systematic and logical design space exploration in
architecture. Up to now, all scientific evidence point to the use of
constraint-satisfaction techniques only as a special purpose tool exclusively
focused on the support of narrow design tasks accomplished within the
architectural design process.The philosophy underlying the constraint-based
design approach is specifically based on the paradigm of constraint
satisfaction problems (CSP):
“A constraint satisfaction problem is defined by a set of variables, X1, X2
… Xn, and a set of constraints, C1, C2 … Cm. Each variable X_i has a
nonempty domain Di of possible values. Each constraint Ci involves some
subset of the variables and specifies the allowable combinations of values
for that subset. A state of the problem is defined by an assignment of
values to some or all of the variables, {Xi = vi, Xj = vj, …}. An assignment
that does not violate any constraints is called a consistent or legal
assignment. A complete assignment is one in which every variable is
mentioned, and a solution to a CSP is a complete assignment that
satisfies all the constraints.” [20]
Thus, we may actually formalize any elementary design problem using
the following construct:
X, D, C
where X = a finite sequence of variables {x1, x2 … xn};
D = a sequence of all possible values that can be assigned to each
variable in X;
C = a finite (possibly empty) set of constraints over an arbitrary
subsequence of variables in X.
The task in a CSP is to satisfy all constraints simultaneously by assigning
a value to each variable of the problem. Architectural planning is basically a
two-step problem solving process consisting of programming and design.
The task of architectural programming is to specify a set of constraints or
“conditions” describing the design problem in as accurate a way as possible.
The aim of architectural programming is to provide a specifically enough
statement of the given design problem [21]. As mentioned above, the
architectural design task is to satisfy all constraints describing the problem
structure. In this sense, architectural design may also be considered as a
two-step process consisting of propagating the available constraints
throughout the implicit network of dependencies between them, and to
search for the or a solution by introducing new constraints to the problem.
Dependencies between constraints are usual, and the reason for that is
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because many constraints involve more than one variable of the problem
and many variables participate in more than one constraint [22]. As
constraints are propagated, additional constraints may be inferred from
those that were originally given as part of the problem statement.That leads
to a reduction of the domain of possible values for many variables.
Constraint propagation terminates for one of two reasons: (a) a
contradiction may be detected, e.g. because the problem has been overconstrained, or (b) it becomes impossible to make further changes on the
basis of the current knowledge, whether any solution has been found or not
[22]. If no solution has been found thereafter, search may begin. Search
demands to make a guess about a value for a particular variable which may
lead either to a contradiction (inconsistency) or to the generation of
additional constraints. Notice that if the design does not provide any
convincing solution or at least a legal one, programming begins again and so
on. In such terms, architectural planning may consist of the following general
steps:
1. Architectural programming.
(a) Identify the minimum number of variables required to describe
the design problem and to define a complete solution to that
problem.
(b) Specify a number of constraints on subsequences of these
variables.
2. Architectural design.
(a) Propagate the available constraints until the domain of every
known variable has been reduced to its minimum range:
i. If the combined effect of all constraints defines a solution, quit
and proceed to evaluate that solution.
ii. If the combined effect of all constraints defines an inconsistency,
report failure and return to step 1.
iii. Otherwise, proceed to step 2(b).
(b) Search until a solution is found or all possible solutions have been
discarded:
i. Select a variable whose value is not yet determined, strengthen as
much as possible the set of constraints that apply to that variable
and return to step 2(a).
Modeling a problem by means of constraints is natural to the architect,
when it comes to describing as much the complete problem as a partial
solution of it.The more accurately the problem structure is described, the
easier it will be to solve it. In these terms, the act of designing may be
simplified to the straightforward assignment of values to a well-defined
sequence of problem variables.The sole task of assigning values is not
further considered an expert task and therefore it can be shared and
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discussed by laymen and experts concurrently.That is how constraint-based
design may actually support truly participatory planning at all levels.

3. Computer implementation strategy
We are trying different implementation strategies, considering all aspects
informed above.The strategy of mechanical problem-solving requires
defining a problem structure accurately enough to reduce the problem to a
selection problem [23].The most important advantage of the CSP model is
that its standard representation already reveals the structure of the
problem itself [20]. Since the search space containing all the conceivable
design solution alternatives is too big to be explicitly represented, the
solution space can be implicitly represented by means of a constraint
system. Kramer [24] defines a constraint system as the collection of
geometric entities and the constraints that describe how these entities
interact with each other.The task in a geometric CSP is to find the
positions, orientations, and dimensions of these geometric entities, so as to
satisfy all constraints simultaneously.We adopted Kramer’s point of view but
renaming the geometric entities as “units”. As known to the authors,Tobin’s
[15] research is the closest related work in the field of constraint-based
design strategies applied to tackle zoning regulation problems in
architectural design.

3.1 Mathematical model
In this section, we introduce a piece of the mathematical model we
developed, in order to provide an overview of the methodology we adopted
to achieve, in a relative comprehensible way, a formal representation of the
variables and constraints involved in many elementary design problems,
especially in the building massing design problem.
Elementary variables
Consider the sequence of six configuration variables Px , Py , Pz , Sx , Sy , Sz as
i
i
i
i
i
i
the minimum number of real-valued parameters required to specify each
unit i, i ∈ {1, …, n} in the three-dimensional space unambiguously.The
subsequence represents the three translational DOFs (Degrees of Freedom)
and the subsequence Sx , Sy , Sz the three dimensional DOFs for each unit i
i
i
i
involved in the design problem.The unit Ui is only defined by the sequence
of six configuration variables Px , Py , Pz , Sx , Sy , Sz .
i

i

i

i

i

i

Ui = {Px , Py , Pz , Sx , Sy , Sz }
i

i

i

i

i

i

(1)

where the triple (x, y, z) represents a subset of the real coordinate space
3.The Euclidean distance is considered.We establish the origin of the
coordinate system xi yi zi in the centroid of each unit Ui, ∀i ∈ {1, …, n}. A
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detailed explanation of this option and other relevant alternatives are cited
by Michalek [25].
 Figure 2. Graphic representation of
a Unit.

Due to the different technical requirements of each prototypical
implementation environment we are trying, we establish a flexible definition
which may be easily adapted:
Let be

S*wi =

S*wi
2

, w ∈ {x, y, z}

(2)

Inferred variables
We may formalize the position of each side of a unit i by means of the
following Eqns ( 3 – 7).
The left side of unit i

PLefti = Pxi – S*xi

(3)

The rear side of unit i

PBacki = Pyi – S*yi

(4)

The right side of unit i

PRighti = Pxi – S*xi

(5)

PBottomi = Pzi – S*zi

(6)

PTopi = Pzi – S*zi

(7)

The bottom side of unit i
The top side of unit i
Unit groups

In order to make the representation of architectural spaces more
comprehensible, we define the following Eqns ( 8 – 12).
AFloori = Sxi × Syi

(8)

The sequence of ground floor units

UGF = {U1, …, Ua–1}

(9)

The sequence of upper floor units

UGF = {Ua, …, Un}

(10)

The floor area of unit i
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a–1

The total ground floor area

AUGF =

∑A

floori

(11)

i=1
n

The total upper floor area

AUUF =

∑A

floori

(12)

i=a

Massing constraints
The following Eqns ( 13 – 25) express different design constraints
concerning massing regulations.
The lot coverage constraint
The floor area constraint
The building height constraint
where

AUGF ≤ ALoti × λ

(13)

AUGF + AUUF ≤ ALoti × κ

(14)

PTopmax ≤ hBuilding

(15)

PTopmax =

hBuilding
max
i∈{1,…,n}

hStory ≤ Sxi ≤ hBuilding

The story height constraint

(16)

(17)

In the following Eqns ( 18 – 21) , units with the subindex j represent the
setbacks, according to three height intervals specified by the zoning
regulation (h ≤ 3.5m; 3.5m < h ≤ 7.0m; 7.0m < h), while the subindex i is
assigned to the units that represent architectural spaces i.e. building spatial
components.
A front setback constraint

(PBacki ≤ PFronti)  (Sxi = Sxi)

(18)

A left side setback constraint

(PRighti ≤ PLefti)  (Syi = Syi)

(19)

A rear setback constraint

(PBacki ≤ PFronti)  (Sxi = Sxi)

(20)

A right side setback constraint

(PRighti ≤ PLefti)  (Syi = Syi)

(21)

In the following Eqns ( 21 – 24) , units with the subindex k represent the
zoning lot, while the subindex i is assigned to the units that represent a zero
lot line building (or building spatial component).
Zero lot line length constraint over the left side of the zoning lot
(PLefti ≤ PLeftk)  (Syi ≤ Syk × µ) ≤ (∑ Syi ≤ Syk × µ)
(22)
Zero lot line length constraint over the right side of the zoning lot
(PRighti ≤ PRightk)  (Syi ≤ Syk × µ) ≤ (∑ Syi ≤ Syk × µ)
(23)
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Zero lot line length constraint over the rear side of the zoning lot
(PBacki ≤ PBackk)  (Syi ≤ Syk × µ) ≤ (∑ Syi ≤ Syk × µ)

(24)

where µ is a real value ranging over [0..1] which, when multiplied by the
length of a side lot line (or a portion thereof) that abuts an adjoining zoning
lot, fixes the maximum horizontal distance allowable directly on that side lot
line, provided that none of the respective transverse setback lines is
trespassed by the building.
In the following Eqn ( 25 ) , units with the subindex m represent a
possibly existent zero-lot line building unit on an adjoining zoning lot , while
the subindex i is assigned to the units that represent a zero lot line building
(or building spatial component).
The zero lot line height constraint
(Szi ≤ hZero)  ((Szi ≤ Szm)  (hZero ≤ Szm)
(25)

3.2 Prototypes
The implementation of prototype No. 1 on MAXON’s CINEMA4D R10 ®
supports the constructive method by allowing to edit one parametric
feature-based 3D model of a building massing alternative solution at a time.
The implementation model poses a minimum number of 25 different units
(spatial components) required to describe the massing design problem.We
differentiate three classes of units according to what they represent: (a)
zoning lots, (b) buildings and (c) setbacks.The graphic representation of the
building itself is made up of two types of units: (b1) detached units and (b2)
semi-detached units.
 Figure 3. Minimum number of units
required.

Modeling the building massing design problem by using Maxon’s
XPresso® visual scripting language provides an implicit representation of
the constrained search space itself.The resulting digraphs representing the
constraint system [17] display the high complexity of the problem structure.
The prototype does not allow creating new alternative building massing
solutions from scratch, but it certainly supports a systematic exploration of
additional alternatives in real time with consistent data feedback.The shape
diversity that may be achieved by using this GUI-based application is limited,
but still enough to provide efficient support in terms of time and planning
cost at early phases of participatory planning sessions.
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 Figure 4. Position in X of a detached
unit on a zoning lot considering
setbacks.

 Figure 5. GUI of the prototype
running on CINEMA4D ©.

The high-level interaction functionalities provided by MAXON’s
XPRESSO ® visual scripting environment enabled us to apply a software
prototyping methodology which delivered large amounts of high qualitaty
data to our research.
The implementation of prototype No. 2 on ILOG’s optimization
modeling environment OPL STUDIO 3.7.1 ® may only provide twodimensional graphic representations, but its built-in solver is able to find and
display the complete sequence of solution alternatives for a given building
massing design problem fully automated. However, up to now, we are only
able to solve separate subdomains of the building massing design problem,
due mainly to the lack of three-dimensional visualization.
As the opposite of the imperative programming paradigm, where exact
step-by-step instructions about what to do have to be given, the constraint
programming (CP) paradigm rather focuses on an accurate description of
the properties the putative solution shall have and lets the computer work
out how to find it by using general purpose techniques.These techniques
are applied then by a computing engine called the constraint solver which
usually searches for one or more solutions guided by some heuristics we
Constraint-Based Design in Participatory Housing Planning
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 Figure 6. Feature-based prototype
running on CINEMA4D ©.

 Figure 7. GUI of the prototype
running on OPL Studio.

may specify. Maybe the most important advantage is that the order in which
constraints are declared does not matter. A little sample of how constraints
may be declared using ILOG’s OPL STUDIO 3.7.1 ® follows:
A setback constraint group
•
•
•
•

110

forall(i in 1..Nglr) {
Px[i] >= DistL;
Py[i] >= DistF;
Px[i]+Sx[i] <= Sxlot-DistR;
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•
•

Py[i]+Sy[i] <= Sylot-DistB;
};

where the variable Nglr controls the total number of rooms on the ground
level; the variables DistL, DistF, DistR and DistB represent the left, front,
right and rear setback distances respectively, Sxlot represents the lot width
and Sylot the lot depth.
A lot coverage constraint
•

sum (i in 1..Nglr) Sx[i]*Sy[i] = (Sxlot*Sylot)*Lcc;

where the real variable Lcc ranging over [0..1] represents the lot coverage
ratio.
 Figure 8. Subsequence of 6 solution
alternatives (from a total of 72) found
with the OPL Studio prototype.

For instance, let us suppose we want to find all possible ways of covering
30% of a 10x10m square zoning lot, having three ground level rooms of
variable size, ranging over 3m to 10m. Furthermore, there are setback
requirements of 1m to the front, 2m to the left, 3m to the rear side, and 2m
to the right side of the zoning lot.We modeled 37 constraints defined on 14
variables and the ILOG’s solver found 72 solutions for that specific problem
in less than one second by using depth first search.
A different experiment focused on the programming of topological
constraints. It was conducted in order to explore what space allocation
alternatives a particular household really could have had by the time they
started the development of their own house upon a given zoning lot
imposed by the “site-and-services” program, back in 1974 in the city of
Concepción, Chile. Starting with the current space allocation (last surveyed
in 2004), progressively achieved through the household’s own effort over
thirty years, the adjacency relationships between all dwelling spaces were
modeled as a disjunctive group of topological constraints. In this sense, both
width and depth values for each dwelling space were considered
interchangeable.
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 Figure 9. Last development state of
the surveyed house (2004).

 Figure 10. All possible 45 space
allocation alternatives, found by
applying 51 constraints over 24 design
variables.
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Thus, adjacency relationships were considered symmetric and not
univocally oriented, i.e. if space A is adjacent to space B, then space A may
be located either to the left, to the right, to the front or to the back of
space B and vice versa. An additional geometric constraint specifying a
minimum contact length between adjacent spaces was introduced so as to
allow access to every space represented on the floor plan. In order to
increase heterogeneity among the solution alternatives and also to reduce
computing time, the domain of each variable was limited to the set of
integer values. Additionally, modular values were used.The only fixed
sequence of values corresponded to the lot geometry and the position of
the 6 sqm starter dwelling unit consisting of a bathroom and cooking area.
The solution space was not as large as we thought in the first place and the
sequence of space allocation alternatives did not show much diversity
among them.
A total amount of 51 constraints over 24 design variables were
necessary to model this elementary design problem.The experiment proved
great intuition from the household members to preview the real
enlargement possibilities resulting from the combination of a set of imposed
initial conditions and their own design constraints.

4. Comparative analysis
The two software prototypes described in this article are compared within
the frame of constraint-based design theory.The two prototypes were
mainly conceived as tools for test and validation of possible computational
methods in constraint-based design theory.The prototypes are compared
from two different points of view.The first point of view verifies whether
each of the prototypes may or may not accomplish the minimum number of
design tasks required to specify a building envelope according to an
elementary set of zoning regulations.
 Table 1. Prototypes comparison under the point of view of the accomplishment of specific design tasks.
Item No.
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13

Design tasks
Prototype No. 1 modeled with CINEMA4D ©
Specify zoning lot geometry
Yes
Specify adjoining zoning lots geometry
Yes
Specify attached building shapes
Yes
Specify detached building shapes
Yes
Specify semi-detached building shapes
Yes
Optimize lot coverage
Yes
Optimize floor area ratio
Yes
Specify building height
Yes
Specify story height
Yes
Specify setbacks
Yes
Optimize zero lot line building length
Ye
Optimize zero lot line building height
Yes
Specify neighboring zero lot line buildings
Yes

Prototype No. 2 modeled with OPL STUDIO ©
Yes
Not yet
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
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Notice that, by the time this comparative analysis was conducted, the
development of prototype No. 1 (implemented on CINEMA4D R10 ©) was
already finished, showing all its capacities, whereas the development of
prototype No. 2 (implemented on ILOG OPL STUDIO 3.7.1) was in
progress, unable to reveal all its capacities yet. Only three aspects, described
in items No. A7 to A9, namely the possibility of specifying heights and floor
area ratio are already discarded due to the lack of three-dimensional
visualization of the development platform on which prototype No. 2 was
implemented.The incapacity of prototype No. 2 to accomplish the design
tasks announced in the items No. A11 to A13, revealed the need to
reformulate the corresponding equations described in the mathematical
model.Whereas the implementation platform for prototype No. 1 – a
sophisticated geometry modeling and animation software – provides a
comprehensive GUI offering high level of interactivity, the implementation
platform for prototype No. 2 is a less user-friendly programming
environment for modeling and solving optimization problems, which clearly
demands some knowledge of computer programming in order to use and
manipulate prototype No.2.
The second point of view compares aspects related to both the
development process and operational aspects between the two different the
prototypes.Whereas the development process of prototype No. 1 demands
the exhaustive construction of the entire dependency network between the
design variables, the constraint programming model supported by the
Optimization Programming Language (OPL) keeps it implicit in the
formulation of the design constraints.The symbols “+” and “–” are used to
express how each prototype responds with “more” or “less” capacity under
different perspectives.
 Table 2. Prototypes comparison under the point of view of operational aspects.
Item No.

01
02
03
04
05

Perspective

Prototype No. 1

Prototype No. 2

Automation
Flexibility
Feedback
Visualization
Ease of use

modeled with
CINEMA4D ©
–
–
–
+
+

modeled with
OPL STUDIO ©
+
+
+
–
–

The development process for prototype No. 1 was extraordinary slower
compared to the constraint modeling process carried out for prototype No.
2.The higher level of automation is found in prototype No. 2, mainly
provided by the ILOG’s solver which conducts automatic search through
the solution space. Prototype No. 2 also shows more flexibility because
contrary to prototype No. 1, it does not need a pre-existing geometric
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model to edit, allowing instead the creation of additional units (geometric
entities), dimensional and topological variety. Additionally, new constraints
may be added or deleted at any time without following any hierarchical
order into the programming corpus.The qualitatively best system feedback
is found in prototype No. 2 which is able to display all possible solutions to
a specific design problem by supporting a comprehendible and traceable
design space exploration. In contrast, prototype No. 1 continuously displays
the same solution in real time with its corresponding modifications. Data
visualization is qualitatively superior in prototype No. 1, mainly because of
the comprehensive GUI of CINEMA4D © and the aforementioned lack of
three-dimensional display capacity of prototype No. 2.The visual scripting
language with which the prototype No. 1 was modeled, allows us to
visualize and comprehend the complexity of design problem structures.The
emergent paradigm of visual programming languages (VPL) will encourage
more architects to develop their own design tools tailored to their specific
needs.

5. Conclusion
One of the greatest advantages of the Optimization Programming Language
[26] is the fact that it is a declarative language.The declarative nature of
constraints has many benefits: the order in which constraints are imposed
has no importance and additional constraints, that capture new properties
of the solutions, can be added without worrying about the interaction with
existing constraints and the search procedure.The contrary case is the
prototype implemented on MAXON’s CINEMA4D ©, where the constraint
system must be modeled as a directed graph.
There is more than one representation of a problem as a constraint
satisfaction problem. Constraint programming provides a fully automated
procedure to solve a CSP, but it is not the only one. More important than
the particular tool to solve a problem seems to be its formal
representation, i.e. the result of understanding the problem in depth and be
able to explain it to others or to translate it into computer language.The
level of effectiveness in using one or the other prototype exposed here
strongly depends on the problem structure itself. All told, prototype No. 2,
developed with ILOG’s OPL STUDIO ® constraint programming
environment proves qualitatively superior advantages compared to
prototype No1., implemented in CINEMA4D. Computational methods
tested on prototype No. 2, proved relevant in applying constraint-based
design theory and practice to participatory design practices.The balance
between full automation and interactivity is what gives to the designer full
control in solving complex problems [27].
Further research work is focused on the elementary design problem
concerning dwelling space allocation.We started a series of trials on ILOG’s
OPL STUDIO ® constraint programming environment based on the work
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of Loemker [28], particularly on the modeling approach for implementing
topological relationships between units. Our next steps address the domain
of qualitative spatial reasoning and especially the RCC8 model (region
connection calculus).
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